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Virtual reality (VR) has undergone a transition in the past 15 years that has taken it from the realm of expensive toy 
and into that of functional technology. Revolutionary advances in the underlying VR enabling technologies (i.e., 
computation speed and power, graphics and image rendering technology, display systems, interface devices, 
immersive audio, haptics tools, tracking, intelligent agents, and authoring software) have supported 
development resulting in more powerful, low-cost PC-driven VR systems. Such advances in technological 
“prowess” and accessibility have provided the hardware platforms needed for the conduct of human research 
and treatment within more usable, useful and lower cost VR systems.  

At the same time, there has been a growing awareness of the potential value of VR by scientists and 
clinicians, in addition to the general public. While much of this recognition may be due to the high visibility of 
digital games and massive shared internet-based virtual worlds (World of Warcraft, Halo and 2nd Life, etc.), 
clinical research applications routinely come into the public consciousness via the popular media. Whether this 
can be considered as “hype” or “help” to a field that has a storied history of alternating periods of public 
enchantment and disregard, still remains to be seen. Regardless, growing public awareness coupled with solid 
scientific results delivered from VR clinical and research applications, have brought the field past the point 
where skeptics can be taken seriously when they characterize VR as a  “fad technology”. It is not 1994 
anymore!  

When discussion of the potential for VR applications in the human clinical and research domains first 
emerged in the early-1990s, the technology needed to deliver on the anticipated “visions” was not in place. 
Consequently, during these early years, VR suffered from a somewhat imbalanced “expectation-to-delivery” 
ratio, as most users trying systems during that time will attest. The “real” thing never quite measured up to 
expectations generated by some of the initial media hype, as delivered for example in the films “The 
Lawnmower Man” and “Disclosure”! Yet the idea of producing simulated virtual environments that allowed for 
the systematic delivery of ecologically relevant stimulus events and challenges was compelling and made 
intuitive sense. As well, a long and rich history of encouraging findings from the aviation simulation literature lent 
support to the concept that testing, training and treatment in highly proceduralized VR simulation environments 
would be a useful direction for psychology and rehabilitation to explore.  Since that time, we have seen the 
development of VR systems that have demonstrated added-value for addressing a variety of clinical conditions 
and research objectives including: fear reduction with phobic clients, stress management in cancer patients, 
acute pain reduction during wound care with burn patients, exposure therapy for Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder, body image disturbances in patients with eating disorders, navigation and spatial training in children 
and adults with motor impairments, functional skill training and motor rehabilitation with patients having central 
nervous system dysfunction (stroke, TBI, SCI cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, etc.) and in the assessment 
(and in some cases, rehabilitation) of attention, memory, spatial skills and executive cognitive functions in both 
clinical and unimpaired populations. To do this, scientists have constructed virtual airplanes, skyscrapers, 
spiders, battlefields, social events populated with virtual humans, fantasy worlds and the mundane (but highly 
relevant) functional environments of the schoolroom, office, home, street and supermarket. These efforts are no 
small feat in light of the technological challenges, scientific climate shifts and funding hurdles that many 
researchers have faced during the early development of this emerging technology. 

This presentation will provide a brief overview of the many forms of Virtual Reality that have been 
applied across a diverse range of clinical disorders and research questions. I will then present a detailed 
overview of the use of VR for Exposure Therapy for anxiety disorders, addictive behaviors and with OIF/OEF 
military personnel with PTSD. This will be followed by overviews of research and clinical applications of VR for 
cognitive assessment/rehabilitation, motor rehabilitation, pain distraction and social interaction. The social 
interaction overview will conclude with the detailing of an emerging project area that involves the creation of 
artificially intelligent virtual human “patients” for clinical training.  
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